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 A detailed How to play tutorial and a guide on the singleplayer is included, but no multiplayer guide is available. However, if
there are no multiplayer servers running, players can use a custom client, which is included in the download. Gameplay Each

player starts in a singleplayer match, called a testmatch. It serves to test the skills of the player and the server before the actual
multiplayer match starts. All players may choose the type of game they want to play. Both singleplayer and multiplayer matches
are played in singleplayer duels. Players need to activate their account on the server in order to start playing. Since the game can
be played on many Quake III based servers, players can choose their preferred server, but each server requires a certain amount
of bandwidth and power. To prevent players from abusing the system, a single server can only have a maximum number of 20

players. While in a duel, players may face each other in 2v2, 3v3 or 5v5. Players may also choose the size of the map. Each map
has a 64×64 to 128×128 size, depending on the number of players on the server. Players The game contains various unique
units, called "Champions". Each player has a leaderboard and can add a custom paintjob to his unit. There are a total of 12

different characters available in the game, although only 5 of them are available for free. There are also a number of weapons
and powers available for each unit. Development It was announced on May 1, 2007, and was released on January 7, 2008.

Downloadable content A new character, Panzerfaust, was added in Update 3. Panzerfaust gives players an edge in the match,
providing them with an "incredible" power. The Sniper pack (Update 3) includes new maps, and a new unit, the Sniper. Also,

the pack includes a new emblem. Critical reception The game has received mixed to positive reviews, based on players'
experiences with the beta versions. References External links Official forum Official website Category:2008 video games
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